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Site looks good

Trace amounts of torpedograss and alligatorweed remain inside the beneficial plants.
Occasional plucking of weeds is providing fair control at this time. Pollen and organic debris is
wind blown in the bottom right corner. Pollen will sink and decompose on it's own time. Trace
amounts of duckweed were treated 4/5.

Normal growth observed

This pond is currently in great health. No action required at this time.
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Normal growth observed

Trace amounts of duckweed and algae are beginning to grow and were treated 4/5. Beneficial
plants are now established and will provide a great buffer to help prevent wave based erosion
(top right). Cattails (bottom right) are to remain contained in this area.
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Normal growth observed
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Probiotics and enzymes are being used inside this pond to help break down organics and
reduce nutrient levels. The duckweed bloom inside the cove was treated 4/5. Vetiver grass
(bottom right), seems to be doing well. The aquatic test plot plants inside this pond are
adjusting just fine. Herbicide use will not be used within 10 ft of the test plot plants at this
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Treatment in progress

Requires attention
Large scale alum treatment was provided last month. Probiotics and algaecides are currently
being used inside the pond. A minor duckweed bloom was treated 4/5 toward the back side of
the pond. With the nutrient load greatly reduced, we should see less algae and duckweed
blooms.
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Duckweed bloom was treated 4/5 and results should show in 14 days. You will begin to notice
the duckweed to turn white as it finally breaks apart and sinks. The floating cattail pod was
physically removed and disposed of off site.



Trace amounts of duckweed and algae were treated 4/5. Beneficial plants have become
established and are providing a great wave barrier to reduce erosion. Bulrush (bottom) is
continuously treated to prevent regrowth.
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Site looks good
Large scale alum treatment was performed last month. The treatment has noticeably increased
water clarity. No action required at this time.

Normal growth observed
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Site looks good
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Site looks good
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Weeds growing inside seawall are to be sprayed next scheduled visit.
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Test plot plants seem to be growing, but at a very slow rate. Smooth Cordgrass remains the
most successful test plot plant. I recommend a planting in October with 1 gallon grown out
containers due to the slow growth rate of this plant. I suggest 80% Smooth Cordgrass and 20%
Black Needle Rush. Decisions should be made by the end of June to maintain timeframe.
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1. No action required.
2. Monitor grasses, algae and duckweed growth.
3. Monitor duckweed, algae and cattail growth.
4. Monitor test plot success for possibility of future plantings. If multiple plantings are budgeted for ponds 4 and 10, I recommend doing both
plantings at the same time in October.
5. Monitor for a successful duckweed treatment.
6. Monitor the success of the alum treatment. Monitor for duckweed and algae blooms.
7. Monitor algae and duckweed growth.
8. Monitor the success of the alum treatment.
9. Spray weeds inside the cracks of the seawall.
10. Decide by the end of June if 1 gallon container grown plants are wanted to be planted on site 10. It takes several months to be grown out.
If multiple plantings are budgeted for ponds 4 and 10, I recommend doing both plantings at the same time in October.

1. This pond is currently in great health. No action required at this time.
2. Trace amounts of torpedograss and alligatorweed remain inside the beneficial plants. Occasional plucking of weeds is providing fair
control at this time. Pollen and organic debris is wind blown in the bottom right corner. Pollen will sink and decompose on it's own time.
Trace amounts of duckweed were treated 4/5.
3. Trace amounts of duckweed and algae are beginning to grow and were treated 4/5. Beneficial plants are now established and will provide a
great buffer to help prevent wave based erosion (top right). Cattails (bottom right) are to remain contained in this area.
4. Probiotics and enzymes are being used inside this pond to help break down organics and reduce nutrient levels. The duckweed bloom
inside the cove was treated 4/5. Vetiver grass (bottom right) seems to be doing well. The aquatic test plot plants inside this pond are adjusting
just fine. Herbicide use will not be used within 10 ft of the test plot plants at this time.
5. Duckweed bloom was treated 4/5 and results should show in 14 days. You will begin to notice the duckweed to turn white as it finally
breaks apart and sinks. The floating cattail pod was physically removed and disposed of off site last month.
6. Large scale alum treatment was provided last month. Probiotics and algaecides are currently being used inside the pond. A minor
duckweed bloom was treated 4/5 toward the back side of the pond. With the nutrient load greatly reduced, we should see less algae and
duckweed blooms.
7. Trace amounts of duckweed and algae were treated 4/5. Beneficial plants have become established and are providing a great wave barrier
to reduce erosion. Bulrush (bottom) is continuously treated to prevent regrowth.
8. Large scale alum treatment was performed last month. The treatment has noticeably increased water clarity. No action required at this
time.
9. Weeds growing inside seawall are to be sprayed next scheduled visit.
10. Test plot plants seem to be growing, but at a very slow rate. Smooth Cordgrass remains the most successful test plot plant. I recommend a
planting in October with 1 gallon grown out containers due to the slow growth rate of this plant. I suggest 80% Smooth Cordgrass and 20%
Black Needle Rush. Decisions should be made by the end of June to maintain timeframe.
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